A perceptual analysis of stiffness.
The perception of stiffness was studied in ten human subject using two servo-controlled electromagnetic linear motors with computer-controlled stiffness, one motor coupled to each wrist of the subject. Using the contralateral limb-matching procedure in which subjects adjusted the stiffness of the motor connected to one (matching) arm until it was perceived to be the same as that connected to the other (reference) arm, a psychophysical function for stiffness was calculated. Eight different stiffness intensities were matched by subjects with five repetitions at each stimulus amplitude. The relation between the stiffness of the reference and matching motors was linear, and the accuracy with which subjects could match stiffness paralleled that reported previously for force and displacement. The Weber fraction for stiffness was 0.23 which is three times that reported for elbow flexion forces and forearm displacement. These findings were interpreted as indicating that subjects can perceive changes in the stiffness of mechanical devices used to effect action in the environment and that these perceptions are based on sensory signals conveying force and movement information.